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ומתל־וו

למדע ,סביבה וחברה

תסריקים  -המכללה האקדמית תל-חי:

"החומר הסרוק מוגן בזכויות יוצרים ומיועד
לצרכי לימוד בלבד .הסטודנטים נדרשים
לכבד את זכויות היוצרים בחומר העומד
לרשותם ,לא להפיצו או לעשות בו כל שימוש
אחר החורג מצרכי הלימוד של הקורס".
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Embody Proportio—Move head and heart—
Use vivid language—Prefer the concrete

5. Embody Proportio
Pathos refers to the emotional quality of your presentation. You
will delight and move your hearers when you bring your listeners' emotions to match your own. One definition of public
speaking is simply: "Energetic speech." Your task is, therefore,
twofold. You must grasp what emotions naturally correspond to
your message. Then you must communicate these convincingly
to your audience. You do this by three means: appealing to head
and heart, using vivid language, and preferring the concrete.
We'll take up the substance of these three here, and add a few
details in later chapters.
Before exploring these techniques, however, consider your
psychology. Prior to every talk, ask: What emotions ought I to
feel? As character is the foundation of style, so proportion—the
harmonious relation between parts—is its first manifestation.
You must embody proportio. How is this achieved?
Ever wonder why a modern city center makes you feel dizzy
while a medieval citys core makes you feel cozy? In the old towns
of Oxford, Rome, and Quebec, buildings are rarely above three
stories high. Streets are wide enough for you to shout across, and
be heard. You can walk from one end to the other in under an
hour. These cities attract, in a way that Atlanta and Toronto do
not, because the parts and the whole correspond to the scale of
the human body, not the automobile. These cities manifest proportio.

According to the classical understanding, proportio makes a
thing beautiful because "the senses delight in things duly proportioned."1 In the visual arts, we call something beautiful when
there is a balance between the matter and form, colors and lines,
and a things scale relative to its intended use. The unease we feel
standing beside a New York City project, for example, is not simply because it is tall. Mountains are tall, yet they evoke awe, not
revulsion. The aesthetic problem with a Bauhaus-inspired skyscraper apartment is not its enormous mass, at least, not that
only; the problem is that its size does not suit the aims of a family
home. Skirts look lovely on women, not so good on elephants.
During the 1960s city planners wrongly assumed that poor
people would prefer to live in a large building surrounded by a
common green rather than a small flat with their own garden. As
it turned out, when everybody owns the lawn, nobody owns the
lawn—except perhaps for the gangs that move in after dark. The
projects were a disaster because the size of the buildings failed to
match the normal feelings that one's home is meant to evoke: a
sense of privacy, ownership, and intimacy.
When speaking, your emotions, likewise, must match the
event. Thus, if you are a football coach giving a talk to the boys
between quarters, you might yell. If you are a friend delivering a
eulogy after a funeral, you might whisper. Emotions in themselves are neither good nor bad. Emotions are like the keys on a
keyboard. Some are high, others low, some flat, some sharp.
Obviously, the middle feelings get most use. But even middle C
will screech when struck on top of a B major chord. The nature
and occasion of your talk provides the score which you must correctly interpret. Get the wrong emotion, and you will look like a
skyscraper dropped in the middle of the Piazza Navona.

6. Move head and heart
How to judge which keys to hit? In general, appeal to both head
1

Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica I q.5 a.4.

and heart. Let prudence be your guide. Do this and you will
avoid two common mistakes. Here is the first. Beginning speakers tend to focus almost exclusively on the logical coherence of
their speech, and treat their listeners as though they were talking
heads. Your listeners are not talking heads. This is a lesson
learned early by one of the greatest orators, Demosthenes.
In the world of ancient Greece, oratory was an essential skill.
In the happy days before the IRS, if the government or anybody
else took too much from your pie, you didn't usually hire a lawyer. You flashed your sword, or showed up at the Agora to argue
your case. As it happened, Demosthenes> father died when he
was seven, leaving the boy a huge fortune. His guardians embezzled the funds, sent the tutors home unpaid, and left the child a
pauper. As a boy, Demosthenes was sickly. His voice was weak
and he was always out of breath. Nevertheless, when he turned
twenty he needed the cash, so he marched to court. His first case
was a flop. His ancient biographer, Plutarch, relates that his style
was overly academic. His speech was encumbered with long sentences and "tortured with formal arguments to a most harsh and
disagreeable excess."
Public failures continued. His break seems to have come
when his friend Satyrus, who happened to be an actor, followed
Demosthenes home one afternoon after another pitiful performance speaking in the courts. Satyrus asked for a text from a
play, and got Demosthenes to read it aloud. As usual, his delivery
was stilted. His friend asked for the text, and told him to listen,
and to watch. Satyrus not only read the words but acted them
out. The joy, the sorrow, and the passion of the text leapt off the
page and flashed across the face and hands of the actor. Plutarch
reports the effect of this lesson on the young Demosthenes:
.. .being convinced how much grace and ornament language acquires from action, he began to esteem it a small
matter, and as good as nothing for a man to exercise
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himself i n declaiming, i f he neglected enunciation and
delivery. 2
Demosthenes learned a lesson that day that every successful
speaker has taken to heart: to convince your listener o f what you
t h i n k you must first feel what you say.
Yet as the ancients m i g h t say, nihil

nimius;

n o t h i n g too

much. I f i g n o r i n g feeling altogether is the first mistake, being
overcome by e m o t i o n is the second. The p r o b l e m w i t h too little
pathos is that it causes you to be ignored. The p r o b l e m w i t h too

Emotion

7. Use vivid language
V i v i d language brings clarity and delight. A r t h u r Koestler's 1940
novel Darkness at Noon describes the psychology o f a believing
Bolshevik, Rubashov, w h o has been w r o n g l y imprisoned by the
party w h i c h he serves. Koestler was a Hungarian journalist w h o
emigrated to Britain and fought for the Allies d u r i n g the Second
W o r l d War. His account o f Soviet political trials was based o n the
experiences o f m e n he knew directly. The opening description o f
a prisoners first impression arrests the reader:

m u c h e m o t i o n is that it can cause you to be despised.

The cell d o o r slammed behind Rubashov.

A h u m o r o u s example comes to m i n d . I teach at a college

He remained leaning against the door for a few sec-

w h i c h regularly conducts campus-wide " t r a d i t i o " days. A few

onds, and lit a cigarette. O n the bed to his right lay two

days a t e r m we set everything aside to take up i n c o m m o n some

fairly clean blankets, and the straw mattress looked

classic text, and then discuss it i n seminar.

newly filled. The washbasin to his left had no plug, b u t

O u r theme one t e r m was "faith and unbelief." Students read

the tap functioned. The can next to it had been freshly

the famous 1948 debate between Bertrand Russell and Father Fre-

disinfected, it d i d not smell. The walls o n b o t h sides

derick Copleston (the BBC has an archived recording o f the

were o f solid brick, w h i c h w o u l d stifle the sound o f tap-

event available o n the internet). Two faculty members were to act

ping, b u t where the heating and d r a i n pipe penetrated it,

the parts. Students congregated i n a large oval s u r r o u n d i n g o u r

it had been plastered and resounded quite well; besides,

guests; "Copleston" stood at the n o r t h end o f the r o o m , "Russell"

the heating pipe itself seemed to be noise-conducting.

at the south. The speakers were introduced. The improvised

The w i n d o w stared at eye-level; one could see d o w n i n t o

reenactment was engaged. Unfortunately, instructions to the

the courtyard w i t h o u t having to p u l l oneself u p by the

professors were also poor. The two professors—neither very

bars. So far everything was i n order. 3

good actors—approached the event f r o m quite different angles.
The "atheist" took o n the air o f an educated, aristocratic Brit
( w h i c h Russell was), while the "priest  י יedged closer to the style o f
a T V evangelist ( w h i c h Copleston was not). The atheist made his
replies w i t h calm composure; the theist starting h u r t l i n g ad horninem attacks. A good t i m e was had. But, i n m y view, the w r o n g
side ended up o n top. Too m u c h e m o t i o n kills credibility. Be pro-

The clean blankets, the solid brick wall, and the "freshly disinfected" trash can set the m o o d for the novel, far m o r e evocatively
than w o u l d a theoretical account o f the horrors o f the Soviet
prisons. W i t h o u t telling the reader that "the cell was desolate,"
Koestler shows directly the camps brutal, clinical, efficiency.
Showing is m u c h better than telling.

portionate.
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Plutarch, Life of Demosthenes, i n Plutarch's Lives, Volume / / , i n t r o d u c t i o n by

James Atlas, trans. John Dryden (NY: The M o d e r n Library, 2001), 391-92.
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A r t h u r Koestler, Darkness at Noon, trans. Daphne Hardy (London: Penguin

Books, 1947) > 9•

Here is another novel's opening. Farley Mowat's depiction of
drought on the Canadian plains makes you want to spit the dirt
out of your mouth.
An oppressive darkness shadowed the city of Saskatoon
on an August day in 1929. By the clock it was hardly
noon. By the sun—but the earth had obliterated the sun.
Rising in the new deserts of the southwest, and lifting
high on autumnal winds, the desecrated soil of the prairies drifted northward; and the sky grew dark.4
Mowat's description pleases because you can see what he describes.
Instead of saying, "The prairie began its drought," he shows you
what it looked like: blackened sky, high winds, barren fields.
Of course, in speech, vivid language includes more than
words. A frown, a lunge, a wave, a whisper: each can add to the
clarity of your expression. (We'll take up the physical side of
vivid speech in the next chapter when we look at ethos.)

8. Prefer the concrete
This leads to the next virtue of emotionally satisfying prose: vivid
language is concrete. To delight is to move the affections; that is
the immediate aim of pathos. When you write or speak, therefore, prefer the particular to the general. Tell of the king, the senate, and the dagger, not of the leader, the government, or the
weapon.
The following examples illustrate the difference. Below is
Portia's famous courtroom speech from Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice. The first is Shakespeare's original, the second
rendering has been drained of vivid imagery:
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Farley Mowat, The Dog Who Wouldn't Be (New York: Pyramid Books, 1975), 9.

The quality of mercy is not strain'd,
It droppeth as the gentle rain from
heaven
Upon the place beneath: it is twice
blest;
It blesseth him that gives and him that
takes:
'Tis mightiest in the mightiest: it
becomes
The throned monarch better than his
crown;
His sceptre shows the force of temporal power...

The nature of mercy does not impose.
As a manifestation of the transcendent
will
It does not abrogate human justice.
Mercy benefits both the one offering it,
And the one who is the beneficiary.
It is a quality most praiseworthy when
found
In those with greater socio-economic
advantages;
Mercy in government is better than
even the efficient deployment of
resources...

The image of a sceptre speaks more directly than does "government." "Droppeth as the gentle rain" forms a picture; "manifestation of the transcendent will" wrinkles the brow. Abstract terms
like "beneficiary" and "socio-economic" may find their home
somewhere (in dreary textbooks, perhaps?). But you should avoid
them.
Pictures, please, and often with fewer words. Note how the
mangled example above used 63 words, whereas Shakespeare's
required only 46. Concrete language is sturdier, and will carry
more meaning with less scaffolding. Brevity satisfies.
That is not, of course, to say that an excellent description
need be brief. Here is a selection from Erasmus' account of his
friend, Sir Thomas More, then aged forty-one. Notice how Erasmus piles details on top of each other like the layers of German
torte cake:
You ask me to paint you a full-length portrait of More
as in a picture. Would that I could do it as perfectly as
you eagerly desire it. At least I will try to give a sketch of
the man, as well as from my long familiarity with him I
have either observed or can now recall. To begin, then,
with what is least known to you, in stature he is not tall,
though not remarkably short. His limbs are formed with
such perfect symmetry as to leave nothing to be desired.

His complexion is white, his face fair rather than pale,
and though by no means ruddy, a faint flush of pink
appears beneath the whiteness of his skin. His hair is
dark brown, or brownish black. The eyes are grayish
blue, with some spots, a kind which betokens singular
talent, and among the English is considered attractive,
whereas Germans generally prefer black. It is said that
none are so free from vice.
His countenance is in harmony with his character,
being always expressive of an amiable joyousness, and
even an incipient laughter, and, to speak candidly, it is
better framed for gladness than for gravity and dignity,
though without any approach to folly or buffoonery.
The right shoulder is a little higher than the left, espedaily when he walks. This is not a defect of birth, but the
result of habit, such as we often contract. In the rest of
his person there is nothing to offend. His hands are the
least refined part of his body... . 5
Less is not always more. Buildings are not the only cultural
works that suffered in the sixties. Language did too. About the
time the Beatles started to write songs, a group of linguists concocted a theory that modern people are too dumb to read books
older than Curious George; so the experts decided to re-write
them. In the 1970s, committees began to re-translate, notably,
both the Bible and liturgical books.
There is an old metaphysical principle that runs, corruptio
optima pessimal the corruption of the best is the worst. Nowhere
is dull language more damaging than in public prayer. If you are
a minister, consider yourself a guardian of language. Before you
concoct your own cup of pious pleading, be sure you have drunk
deeply of the best that has been spoken.
5

"Description of Thomas More by Erasmus," taken from a 1519 letter in Saint
Thomas More: Selected Writings, edited by J. Thornton and S. Varenne, preface
by J. Koterski, S.J. (New York: Random House, 2003), 244.

Here is an example of what happens when you dont. After
the reform of the Second Vatican Council (1962-65) the Roman
Catholic Church updated many of the prayers of the Mass and
then ordered new translations from the Latin into the world's
vernaculars. The English rendering that came out in the 1970s
was intended, apparently, as a stop-gap. The idea was that they
would get something out fast, and then provide a proper translation later. I suppose most things Catholic move slowly. The "real"
translation only rolled out about forty years after the fact.
The difference between the two translations illustrates the
poverty of limp language. In the bell-bottom version much
Scriptural imagery is dropped. Prior to receiving communion
the faithful are to take upon their lips the words uttered by a
noble Roman officer before Christ (Mt. 8:8):
Latin (original): Domine, non sum dignus ut intres sub
tectum meum: sed tantum die verbo, et sanabitur anima
mea.
English translation (1970s): Lord, I am not worthy to
receive you, but only say the word and I shall be healed.
English translation (2010): Lord, I am not worthy that
you should enter under my roof, but only say the word
and my soul shall be healed.
Note the italics, and what fell out. The 1970s version lost the Biblical allusion. In so doing, it also lost an important tie to history.
Prior to the Edict of Toleration, in AD 312, Christians were too busy
running from the lions to build churches. For that reason, church
gatherings for almost three centuries were held not in public
spaces, but in homes. To pray "I am not worthy to have you enter
my roof" is to remember not only the devotion of the Roman soldier but also the slaves, accountants, farmers, and pious ladies
who, for all those hunted years, opened their homes at the risk of
peril to the priest and his mystical guest. To boot, the evocative
"my soul shall be healed" got hard-boiled down to a lonely "I."

At other points, entire phrases had to be restored, as in the
opening prayer of Thursday of the Second Week of Lent:
Latin: Deus, innocentiae restitutor et amator...
English (1970s): God of love...
English (2010): O God, who delight in innocence and
restore it...
True, God loves us. But how much more can the mind feast upon
when we are told that this God both delights in innocence and can
give it hack again when lost! The 2010 translation emotionally
satisfies because its language is pictorial, full of allusions, and
concrete. In our speech, likewise, each word should sparkle.
If your tradition of worship lacks poets, borrow from
another. The Anglican Book of Common Prayer, originally published in 1549, is a treasure-house of lush imagery, and worth at
least a consultation. Suppose you wish to express regret. Try this
model: "Almighty Father, We have erred, and strayed from thy
ways like lost sheep, We have followed too much the devices and
desires of our own hearts...." Here's another prayer, for peace:
"O God, who art the author of peace and lover of concord, in
knowledge of whom standeth our eternal life, whose service is
perfect freedom: Defend us thy humble servants in all assaults of
our enemies... "
These words are from the Office of Morning Prayer and for
centuries formed the thoughts of sailors and statesmen of English
speakers from General Robert E. Lee to Winston Churchill. It is
true that God hears the heart. But, for better or worse, everyone
else has to listen to your words. When speaking on behalf of others, use the best you can.
Like the correct use of logos, pathos will help make your
words convince. Order your emotions. Appeal to head and heart.
Be vivid. Prefer the concrete.

